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An excellent treatment of the essential individual temperaments and how God can use them,
now revised with new chapters and issues for group study.
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A transforming book We read this book more than 40 years ago. In the back of the publication
it directs you to visit timlahaye. Learning to send to the Holy Spirit helped us to develop closer
together and become transformed into Spirit-controlled temperaments. Allows you to
understand why you think .) Personally, I was extremely vexed, as a young Christian, to come
quickly to learn, firsthand, about so much strife and sin amongst Christians (myself included),
and I definitely believe this is probably the most essential books god, the father has sent my
way, as it had been, and it has helped me reach much peace and understanding amongst all
the debates and strife! ( Producing us better people) Good Good Great book. I really believe
that reading this reserve prayerfully and with discernment is a superb idea for
Christians.!)However I must still recommend this book highly, though it won't be read by many,
because of the understanding and peace it can help provide some, in these troubled times.To
these objections I would like to propose some arguments in favor of the Four Temperaments
theory. Understand your Temperament and the ones around you but more to it is that with all
the temperament weaknesses God Through the Holy Spirit can take aside all our weaknesses
and help us to have the Gifts of the Holyspirit. It can transformation your life.Mostly, I would
suggest study of the Four Temperaments theory -- using this book in particular simply because
a reference and guide -- because I really believe that it is not contrary to Biblical claims nor
to Jesus Christ Himself, god, the father and Savior.Hippocrates (the ancient physician known
especially for the Hippocratic Oath which is still taken and followed by physicians today;
Captivating and easy to read. Understanding yourself He boils straight down all the
temperaments right down to four, and displays us how our attitudes may appreciably affect
our relationships along with how our temperament works with others or is challenged by them.
I'm conscious that the essential propositions and theories of this book will discourage many
Christian readers; You will find out the reason he or she is the way they are! (Perhaps because
its information is too "dangerous" or "deep" for individuals who benefit, somewhat, from people's
ignorance of such matters as these?It may also be objected, by some, that the Four
Temperaments really became popular during the Dark Age range and the Medieval Period,
when the majority of science and theology was quite askew, superstitious, or corrupt. There are
simpler reasons for human being discord and strife than what appears on the surface. Great
book. LaHaye's end-times views (made popular by the LEFT OUT fictional series, which he co-
authored), but I concur that the teachings within this book of his are important. Also when you
recognize your weaknesses then you can certainly work in those to improve those
temperaments into more like the fruit of the Spirit It’s important to not merely find out your
temperament but other people’s as well. Among my favorites! Also when you realize your own
strengths you may be motivated by that knowledge. Also when you identify your weaknesses
then you can function on those to change those temperaments into similar to the fruit of the
Spirit. I highly recommend this book. (Certainly, this book might help explain the problems of
mankind, and of God's own people, from Eden and onward! Worth thousands of hours of
therapy!!! It's a good book so far We are scanning this for my connection group at church. You
can figure out how to accept your partner better too! It may have saved our relationship by
explaining how we were each wired, and how exactly we may help the weaknesses inside our
temperaments.com to take the check, but the website no longer exists..This book was widely
sold in Brazil around 1980's and it became very famous for the reason that country..com and
bought it.Scanning this book I learned many brilliant lessons about how exactly important is to
be filled simply by the Holy Spirit.. My husband and I FINALLY understood each other's
personalities and discovered to respect and enjoy our differences in such a loving way!I would



recommend this book for you. You will cherished it. Get to know yourself and the ones around
you! This book really breaks down the types of personalities each folks have. As a wife, mother,
child, sister and friend, I was sooo blessed by the ability to understand the people I surround
myself with and most significantly myself! Once I got eventually to understand the various types
of personalities that we deal with daily, I could consider what I learned all about myself and
flow better with those around me. I could expand grace with people I struggled with and have
richer romantic relationships with them. One term that I most remember is: WE SEE THE WORLD IN
THE MANNER THAT PEOPLE ARE. You will find out the reason he . This book is definitely a must
read for added peace in virtually any relationship! You can learn to accept your partner
better too! We also could actually "understand" our son in a way we wouldn't possess if we
hadn't go through this book.. A book to increase your life experience I bought this reserve
knowing the name in Portuguese language. If you want to comprehend why you are the way
you are, this is it! It's an excellent book up to now, but I must take off one star as the Four
Temperaments Test isn't included in the book.One of the main drawbacks of such a great book
seeing that this, is that it is teaching won't charm all of the temperaments discussed within it all!
A must read book for Christians. Ha! Makes you more accepting of her or him. Save your
marriage and understanding each other's temperaments! and which has many Christian ethical
precepts within it, including however, not limited to the forbidding of executing abortions) was
the 1st one, maybe, to popularize the theory. There is expect every temperament woth the
lovbe of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit.The first I would propose is the notion, advanced by
some, that Luke the Evangelist, as a Gentile/Greek doctor, would have likely been familiar with
the Four Temperaments theory, and could have even taken the Hippocratic Oath, or otherwise
followed the practices of Hippocrates in his ethics and healing methods. it'll be noticed that
the Holy Bible under no circumstances expressly handles the ancient Four Temperaments theory,
and that its origins seems to be definitely pagan. Ought to be essential reading for Christians,
I think.I actually searched in English and found it in Amazon..I do not agree with all of Dr. Allows
you to understand why you imagine the way you perform and better other stand how to
respond to various other who have a different temperament.But that is speculative.The writer
share many histories from real individuals who had their lives changed after applying to their
lives the principles that this book suggested.. It’s solid unquestionably the term of God to
greatly help a Christian possess the best use of their temperaments.! Transforming The very best
information I've continue reading how exactly to walk in The Spirit. Recommending it to
everyone that really wants to defer the old and let The Spirit renew! Awesome!!We also know of
no better guidebook than this, to describe why there are so many enmities, divisions,
contentions, and so much strife and difference of "temperament" amongst believers in the
Christian Church today. A must read book for anyone who would like a deep and honest
introspection of themselves. Filled up with scripture and useful advise on how to reduce our
weeknesses all the while increasing our strengths. 4 Temparaments and the Holy Spririt Its a
great book. It can help you understand why other folks act the way they do. Increadibly
helpful book!
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